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Abstract 

Fins~cLzl reports of proper:y;cas!Jalry insurance companies are notorious?? difficult 
to interFret. A major reason for this difficulty is that the actzariall~ generated 
elenents of those statements are usually not understood. Often they are not even 
identifiable. 

By t k e iis* cf a fairly simple nodei, relationskips betvee:. ac:uarial analysis 
and financial statement fig-res can be displayed. Cnce the- sources of data i?. 
actuarial data bases and the flow of actuarial projec:ions in:0 financial s:atements 
are ider.tified a: the co-ceptual level, progress can be made toward financial 
reports with which non-actuaries can feel comforta’ble. 

The firs: model illustrated Ls called deterministic because all growth, contingency, 
reporting, and payment patterns are uniform. The flow of information :o and fron: 
actuarial models is easily followed. Predictions czn Se inade with a his’> level 
of comfort. 

The 5ecor.d model is labeled stochastic. This is to ciarify t-hat some of the 
uniformity :rom the first modei is relaxed. Grow:h rates, reporting Fattens, 
and payaent parterns are allowed to fluctuate in this model. 

These models are used to identify and study the interrelationships between various 
actuarial projections and financial statements. Clearly, the actuarial elements 
of an ecterprise’s financial s:atements should be understood by as wide an audience 

as possible. 8y the use of the simple models illustrated in the paper, the 
in:erreiationships between the rating, reserving, and financial retorting functions 
car. be examined and more fully appreciated. while the development of the se 
relationships can be a d-fficulc task in prac:ice, the increased level of 
.~r.derstazdrng is veil worth t’ne effor:. 
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ACTUARIAL ASPECTS OF FINANCING REPORTING 

OVERVIEW 

Casual:); actuaries are most often thought of as insurance professionals who perfora 

ratemaking and reserve studies. While this may be a fairly accurate representation 

in general, it abstracts away much of the essence of actuarial science. It also 

leads to a sense of mystique about rate and reserve figures which is often 

unwarranted. 

Three key elements of casualty ac:uarial work are mathematics, economics, and 

accounting. Seca-se casualtv , actuaries are in the forefront of :he stri;ggle to 

evaluate the contingencies facing an insurer, they must be able to formulate 

algorithms and fit Tarameters by i;h ich to predict losses. Not only mtist they 

determine the likelihood of a loss and the amount of a loss from a given exposure, 

the]; must also determine when the loss is likely :o become known by the insurer 

and when it will be paid. 

The mat5emacics involved tr. the evaic~atloz of casuj1:y con:inge~cles is forzida’ble. 

The analysis includes fitting ctirves to frequency and severity distributions and 

combining them to produce an expected loss distribution for a coverage at a point 

ir. time. PredLcting losses at a dirferent point in :ime requires development 

of a growth function. These mathematical aspects of actuarial science are the 

ieast understood and most feared by non-actuaries. 

A second itey elesent of actuarial work 1s economics. Particularly in their pricing 

roie, actuaries are performing an economic function. Producing an “actuarially 

correct” rate indication is an empty exercise if an inappropriate rate of return 
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results. The rate of return will be ina??ropriate if elasticity of demand is 

such that sales drop unacceptably. It will also be inappropriate if the rate 

algcrithn xsed does net incorpora:e rate of ret’xr:. in an econoc<cal!y meaningful 

manner. 

The accounting function of the actGary is in many ways the most important. .A.?. 

actuary’s math can be precise, but be applied to bad data. An algori:hm can be 

properly applied to good data, but ::?e resu!: s can be misinterpreted or misutilized. 

?Xlper effort applied to the accounting aspect cf actuarial science can assure 

actuaria! calcviations are Frogerly applied and that the results are properly 

:n:er?re:ed. 

A 9ETERYISISTIC XODEL 

1: iS the ?re@ise of this paper that a sajor reason financial sta:emen:s of 

proper:y/casualtv insilrers are difficult to interpret and utilize FS that the 

ac:zarial elenents Fmpac:ing the figures are not well ur.ders:ood by the preparers 

ar,d -sers of tiose s:atements. In addition, :he fLr.anciaL s:atemer.ts into w:?Lch 

i h e ac’“aT1B 1 elements are flowing are not always ,xnders:ood bv actuaries. A. s 

1 aspects of financiai s:atenents 

To Il?ustra:e the flow of actuarial elements into financial sta:ements, a very 

sim?ie mode! is needed. If too many compllcatlng elements were introduced, the 

relatlocshl?s -sou!r: ‘t,e ?:Efi.r.dlt :o crace. The idea is :o see how basic reserve 

2r.e r;tes;; -T-z ;T;Cr:“TEE :zqac: ;3c are .zp;c:ec 5,,: f1nanc:;l st;te?len:s. 

2econstructeo !!istsrLca! Financial S:a:ement 

?‘erS.aFS t?.e report (not ordinarily prsduced) which .xould shed the most light 0~ 

the issue is a historical financ:al report in which loss figures are identified 
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by acciden: ye.27. Calendar 1;ear Lnccrred losses are composed of payments and 

TeseTve c’h!anaes 0~ losses frar.? a number of accident years. As such, they bury 

the kev figures xhi:!i cas-al:! acrcaries use in reserve and rate conputaiions. 

Exhibit 1A is aE example of a historical financial report in which losses are 

SroXcn into acclden: year con?onents. The figures in this exhibit result from 

a “derersizistic” insurance process. In other words, losses are reported and 

paid acc0rlir.g :o aredetermined pat:er:s, and prenlue and loss levels grow at 

predecerzlned :a:es. 

.i nuder of s1rpliEying assunpticcs are made In order to illustrate the fundamental 

relationships Ln ques:ion. The mode! cncpanv writes in one line in cne s:ate. 

(Alternatively; all lines and states are aggregated for reporting, reserlring, 

and rateaai:ir.$ ?ur?oses.) So reinsurance is asscmed or ceded. 411 transactions 

are on a cash basis. Inves:rze:.: and :a:< rates are aggregated. 

< 2 oegl~.n.~.-g le\-el of vrittez premium of $1 mClllor, is assured. Cnearned ~remi”r 

IS assilned :0 he 50, Of written premium. Expenses are set at 25% of earned 

pre!!Ecms. .G more re3liS:lC ap?raacli i;ould ‘have espezses as a functior of wri::er 

and earned ;remiums, jut for illustrative purposes the relationships have been 

aggregated into a single percentage. 

Inc.2rred losses are set at i54: of earned premium. Paid losses, case reserves. 

3rd iSSR reserves for a czie?lar-accident year combination are a Function of the 

assvaed s 2 ‘.’ 0 2 : a ^ d rc~orting pat:err.s. Sec;iise the ~rccess is 8SSUwzi: to 5, 

de:erzinisrLc, ISNR reserves are always accilrate. 
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Underwriting cash flow is defined to be written premiums less paid losses less 

expenses. Underwriting income is earned premiums less incurred losses less 

expenses. 

Written premium growth is a function of exposure growth, average premium growth, 

and mix of business effect. Exposure growth reflects change in number of policies 

written. Average premium growth reflects change in premium per exposure-resulting 

from rate changes. Mix of business effect is change in premium resulting from 

a change in demographic makeup of policyholders toward higher or lower rated 

classifications. The assumed rate of growth for each growth type is, respectively, 

IO%, 5%, 5%. 

Incurred loss growth is a function of exposure growth, frequency growth, and 

severity growth. Frequency represents the average number of claims per exposure 

unit, and severity the average cost of a claim. The growth rates for these loss 

elements are chosen to correspond with the growth rates for the premium elements. 

The relationships chosen for this model produce a zero underwriting gain for each 

year. Because of the predictability of events rates keep up with ldsses and 

expenses. A z.ero underwriting gain is assumed to produce the target rate of return 

for the model company. 

Investment income is a function of beginning of year assets, underwriting cash 

flow, and pre-:ax average investment return on assets. For simplicity, it is 

assumed that full investment rate is earned on beginning of year assets while 

half the rate is earned on underwriting cash flow. 
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Tax is defined to be 50% of underwriting profit plus 20% of investment income. 

The lower rate on investment income assumes 60% of the income from the portfolio 

is from non-taxable instruments. 

End of year assets are defined as beginning of year assets plus underwriting cash 

flow plus investment income less taxes. End of year liabilities are the sum of 

unearned premium reserves, case reserves, and IBNR reserves. Surplus is the 

difference between assets and liabilities. Change in surplus is after-tax 

underwriting plus investment gain. 

Discounted calendar year incurred losses represents the sum of past payments and 

present value of future payments on accident years not fully paid. The present 

vaues are computed from the payment schedules in Exhibit 1B. The discounted loss 

reserve at any point in time is the present value of future payments on claims 

from accident years with claims still outstanding. 

Discounted liabilities are the sum of unearned premium reserve and discounted 

loss reserves. Discounted surplus is the difference between assets and discounted 

liabilities. GAAP adjustment is defined to be 20% of unearned premium reserve. 

GAAP surplus is statutory surplus plus the GAAP adjustment. GAAP income is 

underwriting gain plus investment income less taxes plus change in GAAP adjustment. 

It should be noted that the fact that expenses were earlier made a function of 

earned premium makes it unlikely that in a real company such an adjustment would 

be needed to assure proper matching of income and expense. 

This reconstructed historical financial statement, then, is the primary document 

showing the relationship between actuarial analysis and financial reporting. By 
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decomposing calendar year losses into their accident year components we reveal 

data used by actuaries in their deliberations. We are thus in a position to analyze 

the flow from actuarial models to financial reports. 

Loss Development Analysis 

As was indicated above, reserve estimation is one of the areas most closely 

identified with actuaries and their work. While very sophisticated procedures 

have been developed by which to estimate ultimate liabilities as of a point in 

time, the basic idea is quite simple. One must review liability estimates on 

the books and formulate a model by which to adjust those liabilities to a “best 

estimate” basis, assuming the booked figures are not determined to be appropriate. 

The most common model for producing ultimate loss estimates is one which examines 

groups of accidents for historical periods and evaluates patterns by which they 

were paid, reported, and reserved. All other things being equal, these historical 

patterns are assumed to continue into the relevant future. 

Exhibit 1B builds a simple reserving data base from data in the reconstructed 

historical financial statement. Loss figures are arranged by accident year and 

calendar year in the traditional manner. Very simple reserve models often utilize 

such data. 

Because this is a deterministic model, the development patterns are totally stable. 

Growth in paid and reported losses from one maturity point to the next is uniform 

for each accident year. This is a function of the assumed uniform reporting and 

payment patterns mentioned previously. 
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Reserve estimation in such an environment is fairly routine, assuming no changes 

can be anticipated. Because 1.4 times as many losses are always reported in two 

years as were reported at one year maturity, it can be projected that the most 

current year’s reported losses will be 40% higher next year. Likewise, it can 

be assumed that paid loses on the most recent accident year will be three times 

as high by next year. 

Because loss reserving is always accurate in such a world, there is a one to one 

relationship between the loss figures in financial statements and those in reserve 

models. If such were not the case, incurred estimates for an accident year would 

change from one calendar year to the next as new information leads to more refined 

estimates. There would be a reserve table corresponding to each calendar year’s 

financial statement, rather than a single table resulting from and feeding into 

a five year financial statement. 

The paid and reported development factors produced in this model can be used to 

produce projected incremental future payments and reports by calendar year. We 

can thus project how historical accident years will impact results of future 

calendar years. Also, the projected payment schedule can be used to determine 

the discounted value of an accident year’s loss payments at various points in 

time. Some elements of the relationship between an actuarial reserve model and 

a company’s final financial statements are now becoming more obvious. 

Rate Analysis 

Ultimate incurred loss estimates produced in the reserve model for a coverage 

would flow into the rate level analysis for that coverage. They are often the 
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most critical component of a rate filing in terms of sensitivity of the rate 

indication. A relationship is thus established between financial statements and 

rate analyses. 

Two critical relationships between rate analysis and financial statements involve 

incurred losses and rate indications. The incurred losses should tie back to 

financial statement figures. The rate indication, if implemented, would impact 

future premium levels and thereby financial statement figures. Premium and expense 

figures should be consistent with financial statement figures. 

The rate model presented in Exhibit 1C is a simple one. The rate algorithm is 

peripheral to illustrating relationships between actuarial analysis and financial 

statements. The basic idea of any rate model, including this one, is that premiums 

to be collected be sufficient to produce the proper rate of return for the insuring 

entity. The historical figures should be consistent with those in other company 

reports. Financial projections should account for expected impact of the rate 

change, including an evaluation of demand elasticity. 

Projected Financial Statements 

Financial projections can be used for a variety of purposes. Examples are company 

planning, merger and acquisition, and investment strategy. As a result, it is 

important that these projections be as realistic as possible. They must also 

be understandable to non-actuarial people using them. 

Exhibit 1D provides key elements of pro jetted financial statements of a 

property/casualty insurer. It reproduces the historical years 1980-84 and projects 

results for the next five years. The primary addition to the projection model 
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relative to the historical model is the assumed flow through of the rate indication 

in 1985. Since the rate change is zero and no elasticity is assumed, the 

projections follow the historical figures. 

The column headings in Exhibit 1D are identical to those in Exhibit 1A. Growth 

assumptions after 1984 are the same as those prior to 1984 except that the rate 

increase flows through written premium in 1985. Surplus continues to grow as 

investment income flows through to surplus. 

This company’s planning process is fairly simple. Budgets can be met by holding 

expenses to 25% of earned premium. Evaluating the company for merger and 

acquisition is also routine since net income and cash flow can be projected with 

a high level of comfort. Similarly, investment strategy is simplified by the 

fact that maturity of liabilities and taxable gains are so predictable. 

Deterministic Model Summary 

We have seen that when insurance contingencies are predictable and when complicating 

elements are abstracted away , the relationships between actuarial models and 

financial statements are fairly straightforward. As predictability of losses 

decreases and complications increase, these relationships become more convoluted. 

Nonetheless, by definition the financial statement figures of an insuring entity 

must ultimately be tied back to their sources, which include actuarial data bases 

and analyses. 

A “STOCHASTIC” MODEL 

Developing a risk theoretic model of the insurance process is beyond the scope 

of this paper, and would add little to the understanding of the fundamental 
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relationships between actuarial analyses and financial statement figures. 

Notwithstanding this, however, there are some random and non-normal factors which 

affect actuarial work and which lead to terminology which confuses non-actuaries. 

This confusion can lead to misinterpretation of the results of actuarial studies 

and misuse of the figures. 

Reconstructed Historical Financial Statement 

Exhibit ZA shows financial statement figures resulting from an insurance process 

which does not have uniform growth rates, payment patterns, or reporting patterns. 

To allow key relationships between the actuarial models and the financial statements 

to be easily illustrated, distortions from a deterministic process have been 

minimized. This model merely adds a few complicating elements and some terminology. 

Actuaries often speak in terms of frequency, severity, and pure premiums. This 

model allows growth in frequency and severity of claims to diverge from each other 

and from premium growth. This leads to fluctuation in underwriting results. 

This model also allows payment and reporting patterns to fluctuate from one year 

to the next. This opens up the possibility of changes in ultimate incurred 

estimates for an accident year from one calendar year to the next. Such changes 

would lead to reconstructed reserve models for each calendar year’s development. 

Written premium growth from one year to the next in this model is a function of 

exposure growth, growth in average gross premium, and growth in mix of business. 

For 1981 the respective growth rates u:ilized are 5%, lo%, and 5%. For 1982 through 

1984 the growth rates are (5%, lo%, 5%); (5%, 5%, 5%); and (5%, lo%, 5%). Unearned 

premium and expense ratios are as established in the deterministic model. 
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Growth in incurred losses is a function of exposure growth, frequency growth, 

and severity growth. The respective growth rates assumed in 1981 are 5%, 5%, 

and 10%. Growth rates for 1982 through 1984 are f5%, 5%, 10%); (5%, 5%, lo%), 

and (5%, 5%, 10%). In 1984 an additional 5% growth factor is added. 

Paid loss patterns are assumed to be uniform except for accident year 1981. The 

payment pattern for 1981 by calendar year is .2, .2, .2, .2, .2. For other years 

it is .l, .2, .3, .2, .2. 

Reporting patterns and resulting case reserves are also uniform except for 1981. 

The cumulative pattern for 1981 is .4, .6, .8, .9, 1.0. For other years it is 

.5, .7, .8, .9, 1.0. 

Other financial statement items are defined as they were in the previous model. 

Loss Development Analysis 

As was the case with the first model, the data base for loss development is 

extracted from the reconstructed historical financial statements. In surveying 

the development factors in Exhibit 2B we can see the impact of the non-uniform 

reporting and payment patterns for accident year 1981. To simplify the analysis, 

however, we have assumed that the reserve actuary for the entity was clever enough 

to see that 1981 was distorted. As a result, incurred estimates for each accident 

year as of each calendar year are the same. 

The other aspects of’reserve analysis for this model are analogous to those of 

the first model. Payments and reports are projected out and payments are discounted 

as of each point in time to allow for the option of discounted liabilities. 
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Rate Analysis 

Ratemaking also becomes more complicated when non-unifornity is introduced. Ue 

see in Exhibit 2C that loss ratios fluctuate somewhat from year to year. The 

interaction of the various growth assumptions has led to a slight upward trend 

in loss ratio and the need for a rate increase. This rate increase will flow 

into projected financial statements. 

It is interesting to note that incurred losses for accident years 1983 and 1984 

in the rate analysis are different than the corresponding figure in the financial 

statements. The explanation for this is that the rating actuary used average 

incurred development factors in projecting ultimate losses. The 1981 distortion 

is thereby projected forward in the rate model. As a result, the loss figures 

and rate indication are somewhat overstated. 

Projected Financial Statements 

Financial projections in this model are done under a greater degree of uncertainty. 

Because historical patterns have not been uniform, prediction even under the cet 

par assumption is more difficult. Even if future patterns can be assumed to follow 

those of the past, an assumption must be made as to which of the past patterns 

are likely to influence future figures. Exhibit 2D displays the financial 

projections for the stochastic model. 

The years 1980-1983 are reconstructed to eliminate the premium growth anomaly 

in 1982. The rate of premium growth in 1985 is a function of exposure growth, 

average premium groxh, mix of business growth, the rate increase, and zero 

elasticity effect. Growth rates for 1986-1989 are functions of exposure, average 

premium, and mix of business growth per the following: (5%, 102, 5%); (5%, lO%, 

5%); (5%, lO%, 5%); (5%, lO%, 5%). 

\ 
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Incurred loss growth is a function of exposure growth, frequency growth, and 

severity growth. The respective growth rates for 1985 are 5%, 5%, and 10%. For 

1986-1989 the rates are: (5%, 5%, 10%); tsz, 5%, 10%); 15%, 5%, 10%); (5%, 5%, 

10%). 

Payment and reporting patterns are assumed to follow those of the historical 

accident years excluding 1981. Resulting payments, case reserves, and IBNR reserves 

therefore follow those patterns. Other elements of the projected financial 

statement are produced analogously to those in the historical statements. 

Stochastic Yodel Summary 

While the “stochastic” model added some complications, simplifying assumptions 

allow us to continue to trace relationships between actuarial analyses and financial 

reports. The more these assumptions are relaxed, and the more operating 

complexities added, the xore abstruse these relationships become. Nonetheless, 

if complications are added incrementally, the relationships can cant inue to be 

observed. 
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This paper has attempted to build a bridge between actuarial models and financial 

statement figures. Financial statements aggregate components of actuarial models. 

As a result, many factors which could make use and interpretation of insurance 

financial statements easier are not available for review. By explicitly identifyng 

some of these factors reports can be produced which allow management to see and 

evaluate elements which have influenced past and may influence future results. 

The models in this paper identify a few key actuarial elements and show how they 

interrelate with financial statement figures. The primary element allowing for 

the analysis is the identification of accident year components of calendar year 

figures. Actuaries use accident year data in producing many of the figures they 

provide to management. 

The models here deal with two systems of relationships. The calendar year system 

is primarily composed of figures which show how much income was earned in a period 

and which show as of a point in time the volume of assets and liabilities which 

have arisen. 

The key components of income are the premiums earned in a year, the losses which 

accrue, the expenses which accrue, and the investment earnings which arise. Assets 

and liabilities change based on the cash flow which arises and the future 

obligations which accrue. Much of the actuary’s role involves a determination 

as to how loss obligations accrue over time. 

The accident year system provides data which is organized in such a manner as 

to allow the actuary to estimate future losses based on patterns in which losses 
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on the books have arisen. There are two critical aspects to the loss estimation. 

The first aspect involves production of financial statement figures which reflect 

historical activity. Loss development analysis is used to estimate the extent 

to which losses the company is liable for at some point will differ from losses 

recognized by the company. Historical patterns of loss payment and loss reporting 

are used to determine how booked loss figures are likely to change. 

The second type of loss estimation involves projection of losses likely to arise 

in future periods. This analysis is part of an actuary’s ratemaking activity. 

Historical losses brought up to ultimate levels by development analysis are reviewed 

and compared to exposure measures to determine the rate at which losses are 

changing. This historical rate of change is used to predict future loss levels. 

Because losses for property/casualty insurance cover-ages can vary in amount, it 

is often helpful to review trends in numbers of claims separately from trends 

in average claim size. These trends in frequency and severity, respectively, 

can be combined into a pure premium trend which measures change in loss cost per 

exposure unit. 

The losses projected for future periods provide a basis for determining needed 

rate level. They can also be used to project future financial results. This 

process of developing losses to ultimate level and projecting them forward is 

one of the major functions a casualty actuary plays in the process of producing 

components of financial statements. 

We have seen that actuarial methodology is conceptually related to financial 

reporting. Demonstrating this for a large multi-line, multi-state insurer would 
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involve enormous effort, and might be challenged on a cost/benefit basis. Working 

it through for a specialized entity like a one state malpractice carrier might 

prove both enlightening and fruitful. 

Expansion of the model to encompass credibility considerations, loss distribution 

functions, changes in accident year incurred estimates by calendar year, reinsurance 

programs, and similar items, while adding complication, would increase understanding 

of the relationships. Only when actuaries can demonstrate how their data bases 

and projections relate to other aspects of company reporting can they expect 

non-actuaries to consistently and properly interpret financial statements of 

property/casualty insurance companies. Improper interpretation of those statements 

can lead to improper planning, improper marketing and underwriting decisions, 

and improper investment strategies. It can also lead to unnecessarily strained 

relationships with regulatory authorities. 
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Technical Appendix 1 

Deterministic Model 

Item 

Direct 
Written 
Premium 

Unearned 
Premium Reserve 

Direct Earned 
Premium 

Direct Expense 

Paid Losses 

Case Reserves 

IBNR 

Incurred Losses 

U/W Cash Flow 

Comment 

The initial value is set at $1 million. Values 
for the years 1981-1984 are a function of the assumed 
growth rates in exposure, average premium, and mix 
of business. The growth rates are lo%, 5%, and 5%. 
Since the rate change is 0, these same growth rates 
persist in projected years 1985-1989. 

This value is set at 50% of written premium. 

This is defined to be written premium less change 
in unearned premium reserve. 

This is set at 25% of earned premium. 

Accident year paid losses in a calendar year are 
a function of ultimate incurred losses for the 
accident year and the assumed payment pattern. 
This model assumes 10% of ultimate losses are paid 
in the first year, 20% in the second, 30% in the 
third, and 20% in each of the fourth and fifth. 

Case reserves for an accident year in a given 
calendar year are a function of ultimate accident year 
incurred losses, and the assumed reporting and 
payment patterns. At any point in time case reserves 
are reported losses less paid losses. The rpeortring 
pattern assumed is 50%, 20%, lo%, lo%, 10%. As 
an example, after two years an accident year will have 
70% of its losses reported and 30% paid. The difference, 
40%, is case reserves. 

IBNR for an accident year in a given calendar year 
is the difference between ultimate amount for the year 
and the amount reported as of the calendar year. 
At the end of the second year, for example, 70% of 
ultimate losses are reported so 30% are incurred 
but not reported. 

This model assumes the loss elements move in 
correspondence with the premium elements. As a 
result, a 75% loss ratio is maintained. Premiums 
and losses grow each year by (l.05)2(1.10). 

Underwriting cash flow is defined as written premium 
less paid losses 1eSS expenses. 
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Deterministic Model--Continued 

Item 

U/W Gain 

Investment Income 

Tax 

End of Year Assets 

End of Year 
Liabilities 

Surplus 

Discounted Incurred 
Losses 

Discounted Loss 
Reserves 

Discounted Liabilities 

Discounted Surplus 

GAAP Adjustment 

GAAP Surplus 

GAAP Income 

Beginning Exposure 

Exposure Trends 

Comment 

Underwriting gain is defined as earned premium minus 
incurred loss minus expense. 

Investment income is the earnings rate (10%) times 
the sum of beginning of year assets and half the 
underwriting cash flow. 

Tax is the tax rate (50%) times the sum of underwriting 
gain and 40% of investment income. 

End of year assets are beginning of year assets 
plus underwriting cash flow plus investment income 
less taxes. 

End of year liabilities are the sum of the case 
reserves, IBNR, and unearned premium reserves. 

Surplus is the difference between assets and liabilities. 
The change in surplus is the after-tax underwriting 
and investment gain. 

Discounted incurred losses for an accident year 
in a particular calendar year represents the sum of 
past payments at that point in time plus the present 
value of future payments. 

Discounted loss reserves in a calendar year are the 
sum of the present values of the payments remaining 
for each accident year. 

Discounted liabilities are the sum of discounted 
loss reserves and unearned premium reserves. 

Discounted surplus is the difference between assets 
and discounted liabilities. 

The GAAP adjustment is defined to be 20% of the 
unearned premium reserve. 

GAAP surplus is statutory surplus plus the GAAP 
adjustment. 

GAAP income is statutory income plus change in GASP 
adjustment. 

Initial exposure is set at 1,000 units. 

Annual change in exposure can be 5% or 10%. 
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Deterministic Model--Continued 

Item 

Average Premium 

Average Premium Trend 

Mix of Business 
Trend 

Comment 

Initial average premium is set at $1,000. 

Average premium may change at the rate of 5% or 10%. 

The impact of changing mix of business is set at 
at unity at the beginning. Mix of business effect 
can be 5% or 10% per year. Thereafter the change can 
be a function of additional coverage being provided 
or a shift toward higher rated policyholders. 

Frequency Trend Initial frequency is set at 10%. The change in 
frequency can be 5% or 10% per year. 

Severity Trend Initial average claim size is set at $7,500. This 
can increase at rates of 5% or 10% per year. 
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Technical Appendix 2 

Stochastic Model 

The income and balance sheet items in this model are defined in the same way as 
they are defined in the deterministic model. h’here this model differs is in the 
specification of a a couple of growth factors, reporting patterns, and payment 
patterns. To illustrate the impact of non-uniformity in some elements of the 
insurance process on the relationship of actuarial calculations to financial 
statement figures, some variations were introduced. 

The first change from the uniformity of the first model is that the average premium 
growth rate for 1982 is reduced to zero. In 1983 it is increased so as to produce 
the same premium that year as was produced in the deterministic model. The second _ 
change is an additional 5% growth in losses for the 1984 accident year. The impact 
of these changes is most readily apparent in reviewing underwriting gain which 

turns negative in 1982. 

The other changes introduced in this model involve payment and reporting patterns. 
Accident year 1981 is given payment and reporting patterns which differ from those 
of the other years. The impact of this is best seen in the loss development tables 
which show loss development factors for 1981 which differ from those of other 
years at the first and second points. 

This model best illustrates the type of situation faced by casualty actuaries 
performing their rating and reserving roles. When the various factors influencing 
loss amounts begin to vary the degree of mathematical and professional 
sophistication needed to project future losses increases. The casualty actuary 
must often look at inconclusive historical movements and attempt to build a model 
which best predicts the future therefrom. 
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